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Enabling Faster, Easier AI with Intel Geti Platform 
The highly intuitive Intel Geti software platform enables anyone to design and build 
computer vision models that help enterprises unlock innovation. 

Sept. 27, 2022— The new Intel® Geti™ computer vision AI platform enables anyone in enterprise teams – 
from data scientists to industry experts – the ability to rapidly develop production-ready AI models. 

Announced by Intel CEO Pat Gelsinger during his keynote address at Intel Innovation, Intel Geti platform 
simplifies annotation, training, optimization, and deployment of computer vision AI models with a 
powerful feature set and an intuitive user interface.  

Removing AI barriers with Intel Geti platform: Computer vision models utilize artificial intelligence to 
predict and extract valuable information from images or videos. Although these models are considered 
valuable across enterprises – including manufacturing, retail, and healthcare – currently, only half of AI 
projects make it into production due to high cost, limited resources, siloed working environments and 
inefficient processes that result in low-quality, non-viable models.  

The enterprise-class Intel Geti platform helps remove these barriers, reducing the time, AI expertise and 
cost needed to develop computer vision models. This drives innovation, automation, productivity, and 
quality and allows businesses to fully realize the advantages of AI. 

Intel Geti platform’s intuitive interface allows users to:  
• Eliminate the complexities of model development.
• Reduce overall time needed to build custom AI models. 
• Harness greater collaboration between teams.
• Unlock faster time-to-value for digitalization initiatives.

Enterprise users can upload data and rapidly build computer vision models with Intel Geti platform, then 
deploy those models using OpenVINO™ toolkit at scale running on Intel hardware. The platform can 
output an optimized model for OpenVINO toolkit, already ready to deploy, saving additional optimization 
steps. 

https://newsroom.intel.com/
https://www.intel.com/
https://geti.intel.com/
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Intel Geti platform key features:  
• Multiple Task Support: Automate and assist tasks such as detection, 

segmentation, classification, rotated object detection and anomaly-based tasks.
• Annotation Assistance / Smart Annotations: Expedite and ease the data annotation process with

extensive drawing capabilities like a pencil, polygon tool, or OpenCV GrabCut. 
• Active Learning: Utilize interactive AI that brings humans in the loop, helps automate

data annotation, and minimizes the required data training. 
• Task Chaining: Easily chain multiple tasks (e.g., detection + classification) within the Intel Geti 

platform for more granular model development without needing to code any pre- or post-
processing steps.

• Ready for Inferencing: Automatic OpenVINO optimization providing models that are ready
for deployment. 

• REST APIs and SDK: Simplify and automate the development pipeline, from data ingest 
to model export with REST APIs and SDK. 

Allowing customers to build effective computer vision models faster and easier: More than 30 Early 
Access Program partners—across multiple use-cases and countries—are currently using the Intel Geti 
platform to drive business value: 

• Royal Brompton Hospital is transforming its research of rare respiratory conditions with Intel Geti 
platform.  Without AI expertise, the team can train their AI models – just as they would a human member of
their research team – to analyze research data, significantly expediting the laborious process without
compromising accuracy.  Read the full use case

• Bravent is developing an efficient, flexible AI-based computer vision solution to reduce human error in 
complex machinery assemblies, which can be scaled and adapted across a range of industries. 
Read the full use case.

• Sensing Feeling is engineering a solution, based on the Intel Geti platform, to perform edge-based visual 
analytics to improve construction worker safety. Through the computer vision model, their solution can 
automatically sense when heavy equipment or machinery comes within an unsafe proximity to personnel, or
even other equipment.

Product availability: The Intel Geti platform is currently being used by select customers and partners; it is 
expected to become commercially available in Q4 2022. Learn more at geti.intel.com.    

Product availability: Build AI Models with Intel Geti Platform
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